Lights, camera, action! Younique is rolling out the red carpet for two new star products inspired by Hollywood starlets. Think of eyebrows as the supporting actor for the starring character…your face! Eyebrows are “in” with the tinseltown set—just look at Angelina Jolie, Sofia Vergara, and model Cara Delevingne.

Enhancing the brows can help beautifully frame the face and balance features to ensure you put your best face forward, but what if you’re suffering from brow woes like unruly hairs, sparseness, and gaps? Fret no more! Younique has women covered with two genius dermatologically approved beauty must-haves for effortless red carpet-ready brows: **Moodstruck Precision Brow Liner** and **Moodstruck Precision Brow Gel**. Even better, they are both formulated without soy, fragrance, parabens, latex, sulfates, PABA, nano particles, and paraffin.

**Moodstruck Precision Brow Liner**

- Retractable lead pencil with “spoolie” brush effortlessly defines, fills, and shapes the brows
- Perfectly mimics actual brow hair thanks to precise 1.7 mm brow liner lead (four times smaller than a wooden pencil!!)
- Rich color payoff and long-wearing formula resists fading and smudging
- Styled brows are effortless with built-in spoolie brush for easy shaping and color blending
- Fortified with vitamins E and C
- Available in three customized shades to blend perfectly with any hair color:
  - Light (hair colors: blonde to light brown/strawberry blonde)
  - Medium (hair colors: medium to dark brown/auburn)
  - Dark (hair colors: dark brown to black)
- Price: $19USD, $23CAD, $25AUD, $26NZD, £15GBP, $330MXN, €20EUR

**Moodstruck Precision Brow Gel**

- Color-infused fiber gel brushes on to create the appearance of thick, lush brows
- Brow-volumizing formula contains buildable fibers, similar to those found in Younique’s renowned Moodstruck 3D Fiber Lashes+
- Creates natural-looking, yet styled brows, while filling in gaps and volumizing sparse hair
- Water-resistant formula adheres to skin and hair, giving shape to existing brows
- Formulated with squalane from Younique’s proprietary Uplift Eye Serum to condition the hairs for healthier-looking brows
- Tapered brush perfect for effortless and precise blending and shaping
- Available in three customized shades to blend perfectly with any hair color:
  - Light (hair colors: blonde to light brown/strawberry blonde)
  - Medium (hair colors: medium to dark brown/auburn)
  - Dark (hair colors: dark brown to black)
- Ophthalmologically tested
- Price: $19USD, $23CAD, $25AUD, $26NZD, £15GBP, $330MXN, €20EUR
Perfect brows with just two products

- Starting with Moodstruck Precision Brow Liner, brush brow hair up vertically with the spoolie brush, drawing a thin line along the hairline of the lower arch. Next, brush brow hair downward, defining the top of the brow arch in the same manner. Fill in any gaps or sparse areas and groom the color through brows.
- Apply Moodstruck Precision Brow Gel in short pressing motions, while stroking the brush tip along the brow to define shape. Finish by combing through to blend and build brows.
- Removes easily with a gentle makeup remover like Younique Shine Eye Makeup Remover Cloths.

For more information on Younique and to purchase products, visit www.YouniqueProducts.com.

About Younique

Nature + Love + Science. Since its inception in 2012, Younique has been committed to developing beauty products that combine innovative science with the best ingredients nature has to offer. Younique, famous for its best-selling Moodstruck 3D Fiber Lashes+, is the first direct selling company to pioneer the social media-based business model. Founded by a brother-sister team—Derek Maxfield and Melanie Huscroft—Younique offers women the opportunity to look and feel great while helping advance the brand’s mission of uplifting, empowering, and validating women around the world.